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goal of the projeCt

The reacT (resilience enhancement against cBrne Terrorism) - project 

aims to improve the resilience of the international Zone in The hague 

against cBrne terrorism. By the end of the project the municipality The 

hague, will have a more effective and innovative response capability in 

regard to cBrne incidents. More specifically, the resilience of the 
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international Zone (World forum) against terrorist attacks and other 

calamities will be enhanced. also innovative product development and 

testing will take place within the project. 

reSultS/appliCability

•  a risk analysis and a vulnerability assessment for the World forum is 

conducted;

•  development of an innovative air-cleaning filter system, to be used/ 

implemented, for instance by the World forum;

•  a software system that quickly and clearly maps out the danger area 

(hot zone) in case of a cBrne attack or incident on a computer 

screen will be developed; and 

•  decontamination system for vehicles will be developed.

Current StatuS

The project started on May 1st 2010 and will run for 24 months. The 

consortium consists of a mixture of sMes, research institutes and end-

users. The partners are virus free air, prometech Bv, World forum, safety 

region The hague, sujchBo - czech state laboratory. iB consultancy acts 

as coordinator and product developer within the reacT project.

The project touches upon a lot of different fields and organizations in 

society. This variety makes it a challenging and exciting project to 

coordinate.  also the development of innovative products, which we can 

use to make this world a safe and more secure place, is stimulating and 

rewarding.

ContaCt

Ms. Merel jonker (project Manager):
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+31 (0)70 383 21 41

http://www.react.europeansecurity.eu


